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ALL KIT HOMES offers all types of homes and designs. They are NOT mobile, modular, or "prefab"
homes. They are what are known as "open panel construction." Systematically preformed Kit Home.

Oct. 26, 2007 - PRLog -- Kit Home Company Initiates Faster Natural Disaster Plan

As new home owners scramble to survive in a struggling economy, finding a decent, well constructed home
becomes increasingly critical. One company provides tools for survival amidst major competition and
economic swag.

Irving, TX October 26, 2007 - Most home markets are challenged in today's struggling economy. One
national and international kit Home company has discovered a vital tool designed to help them survive and
edge out competition.

All Kit Homes has developed a way to help home owners survive amidst pressures from the economy,
natural disasters and major competitors. The company provides a new practical natural disaster plan which
saves 20% - 40% construction time without delay.

Each unit is constructed in a controlled environment. Each home is assured with a great level of quality
control with only 19% moisture by the time it arrives on the construction site. This construction technique
also eliminates the cost of on-site theft and vandalism. Bulk purchasing abilities have been developed to
reduce costs, and this savings is also passed to the home buyer. Costs are further reduced because there are
no wasted materials likewise on conventional job-sites.

"Our homes are much different from other homes. They are basically built the same by any other
contractor, but with well constructed high quality materials in a factory controlled environment," says
David Edwards, President of All Kit Homes. "The method we use has no tolerance for error, and this
revision allows simple and fast erection, thus reducing the site costs, and total cost of their kit."

Purchasing a total pre-constructed package significantly cuts exaggerated local labor costs and reduces the
time required for completion. This lowers construction loan costs and allows the home to be sold, or moved
into more quickly.

Hand built items cannot logically be competitive, cost-wise with assembly line style material. The more
time saved the more dollars saved. Time is money. Furthermore, the home which is factory constructed, the
less local labor, which in turn is cost prohibitive in some areas.

All Kit Homes can be built as duplexes, condominiums, apartments, offices, etc. "Our normal delivery time
is two to four weeks depending on size of home, and after receipt of fund verification," says David
Edwards. "This allows sufficient time to prepare the home site and have the foundation ready when your
package arrives."

Obviously, quality craftsmanship, energy efficient and reduced per square foot cost is major factors.
However, today's consumers demand something more than dull, rectangular living modules. They demand
contemporary design, eye appeal, and luxury. All Kit Homes is proud to say that these kit homes, not only
meets this demand, but also exceed these requirements.

About All Kit Homes. All Kit Homes is a national and international distributor/contractor of High Quality,
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Affordable, and Custom Panelized Homes - Shipped World Wide.

For more Information Contact:

Steven Boaze
Project Manager
Tel: 877-620-7951    
pm@allkithomes.com 

# # #

ALL KIT HOMES: All types of homes and designs. They are NOT mobile, modular, or "prefab" homes.
They are what are known as "open panel construction." Systematically preformed Kit Home.
We are your national and international distributor of these fine homes. When a conventional builder
"stick-builds" a home, they build the wall sections on the ground, then lift them into position. At All Kit
Homes, the homes are built the same way. The difference is, the walls are constructed in their factory.

Website: www.allkithomes.com

--- End ---
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